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T]:̂  gradaal ifflpro-Tment In business eondltions 
generally has spread to the Xnaber Industry in the Sorthern 
Interior and is beginning to create a decmnd for Crown 
Timber. If this d«nand does not suffer a set-baok it will 
result in more numerous and larger timber sales within the 
next few years. Then» as soon as the Forest Bramh begins 
to make new sales» the question will arise with regard to 
the cutting regulations to be inserted in the oontraots in 
line with the best management praotiee.

The Aleza Lahe Station was established to answer 
problems in manag<^ent, and progress has been made along 
the road to asoBvi&ring the question of how Spruoe-Balsam 
stands should be managed in order to eixsure satisfactory 
restoohing of Spruoe, but it is necessarily a slow process. 
The studies of growth and yield of residual stands indicate 
that where the advance growth m^er a mature stand is well 
stocked and a satisfactorily stocked residual stand reimins 
after logging there are good prospects of obtaining a stand 
of Spruce similar to the one logged. However, an shequate 
residual stand is not always left after the logging methods 
now practised by private opexators, due either to a broad
cast b u m  (accidental or othearwise) killing the residual 
stand, or to inadequate advance growth, or by reason of 
carelessness in logging. Our studies up to the present 
lead us to believe that by using a reasomble amount of c£ire 
with regard to the out ting of advance growth in making roads, 
skidways, falling, eto., £uod by using better methods of 
slash disposal it will be possible to obtain better residual 
stands, both in numbers and form.

We have reached the point where it is necessary 
to carry on stiidies which will give more conclusive data. 
Studies can be oamied on tising the residual stands result
ing from private operations or operations on timber sales, 
but the great difficulty there is that we are presented 
with a set of oonditions ^ioh have resulted from logging 
methods over which we have no control. If conservation of 
the advance growth is the key to the ^generation of Spruce 
stands, and our present studies point in that direction, 
then experiments in logging are necessary in order to as
certain the feasibility of altering present methods so as 
to conserve a larger proportion of that advance growth than 
operators do now. Sscperiment is thus a necessity if we are 
to learn more about the management of these stands, and it 
is highly improbable that private individuals will peymit 
us to dictate the method by i^ioh th^ shall log, except at 
a price. Logging experiments can be carried on under three 
different arrang®nents, mmely:



(a) !l̂ e operator his oim timbsr or timber sale and we pay him for the extra oost in- 
▼olTOd in earrying out our various methods.

(b) !?he Forest Bxanah purohase logging equip- 
ment and log the timber on the Aleza Lake 
Reserve.

(o) Logging Le oonduoted on the Aleza Lake
Reserve but the logging itself be oontraet- 
ed to an opezator and the Forest Branoh 
supply supervision.
As a general rule operators are eztr^ely adverse 

to any outsider dictating how they shall oonduet their 
business, so it is unlikely we oo\ild find anyone willing to 
eooperate except at an axorbitant prise. This narrows the 
field down to orown timber and since the Aleza Lake area 
has been reserved for experimental purposes it is logical 
to conduct our experiments on that area. The question then 
is: "Should the Forest Branoh do their own logging or
should the loggizg be oontraoted under the methods stip
ulated?"

When one oonsiders the initial investment in 
logging equipment as used by tlni operators in the region 
who are most suooessful, one has food for thoui^t. The 
best operators are now using tractors and trucks and it 
seems to be only a matter of time until all the operators 
in the r^ion operate on the same basis, i^orefore, if 
we are going to log we should follow the accepted or 
essentially the same meohanioal methods in order that all 
oonditlons with the exception of outting regulations be 
identical with those found over the region* T h ^  a large 
investment in equipment is necessary, and this, together 
with the hiring of personnel and the trials and tribu
lations of a logging operation point to oontraot logging 
as the best solution. Onder oontraot logging the system 
would be to oontraot the logging of areas \mder speoifio 
outting regulations with the oontrs^tor doing the work 
and the Forest Branoh supervising the project to see that 
the regulations are complied with.

Hand in hand with outting regulations goes 
slash disposal, but due to the climatio conditions en- 
eountered in the region the fire hazard only beoomes 
acute for a few days at a time onoe or twice a year, so 
that slash disposal does not present a major problem.
One project deallzig with this phase of manag^ent con
sisted of a series of five plots on iftilch different



methods of disposal were practised. Observation of these 
plots lead tui to believe that lopping and scattering is 
as effective a method as any, but some doubt r^ains as 
to whether the extra cost of piling and burning might not 
be justified in the li^t of the Spruoe reproduction which 
becomes established on the mineral soil exposed by burn
ing. More conclusive data is needed to ascertain the cost 
of piling and burning as compared to lopping and scatter
ing, as well as to detezmine the increased number of 
seedlings resultiz^ from burniz^.

When considering the problem of silvicultural 
research in Spruce, the fact must be recognized that the 
fozmiation of Spruoe forests in regions of cold climate 
is an exceedingly slow process, and the regeneration of 
this species by silvicultural methods cannot be obtained 
by a method which combines rapidity, simplicity, and low 
cost. The effective management of Spruce forests in the 
Borthem Interior is delayed until such time as experiment 
has indicated the cutting regulations and methods of 
slash disposal to be followed, aziud such e3q>eriments as 
are necessary to give this information cazinot be carried 
on except by logging under controllM conditions*
Studies and Regulations Proposed:

In connection with the conservation of the ad
vance growth it is rather difficult to lay down a set of 
hard and fast rules, as for the present the aim would bo 
to direct the activities of an operation in such a way 
that the building of roads, skidding roads, and landings, 
together with the falling would be done with a view to 
saving as much Spruoe advance growth as possible without 
increasing costs disproportionately. Such an aim involves, 
first, a careful planning of an operation, and secondly, 
a full realization on the part of all working on the oper
ation that even though young Spruoe are sometimes a hin
drance, yet these same sapling are the forest of tomorrow. 
Therefore, it will be a matter of feeling our way along, 
and as a result of experience we can gradually build up 
a set of regulations*

One school of thought l^ms toward the establish
ment of an increased diameter cutting limit in these Spruoe 
stands, but my own observations do not permit me to agree 
with this. The limit would soon to lie somewhere between 
6 and 10 inches but to raise it to include trees 12, 14, 
or even more inches in diameter is to invite h&&rs loss 
from windthrow. However, this is one problem ve can deal 
with should we conduct our own operation.



On all out-over areas la Spruoe advanoe growth 
whloh l8 overtopped by an Inferior tree. The numbers of 
suoh trees varies from plaoe to plaoe but there is always 
more or less releasing of Spruoe which can be done. The 
greater portion of this releasing would take the form of 
girdling the inferior trees and this treatment would be 
woi&ed in as a part of our eocperiments, first to determine 
the eoq^enditure involved, and secondly to asoertain how 
many young Spruoe are still suppressed after logging.

As indioated above, scsae study of slash dis
posal wnd the Spruoe reproduotion resulting from both 
slash disposal and exposure of mineral soil during logging 
is desirable. Such study w>uld take the form of series 
of plots established for the purpose of re-examination at 
TOgalar intervals.




